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Remember your last online purchase?

89% of online shoppers use customer reviews to make their
purchase decisions (Trustpilot, 2020). But to what extent does
the emotionality of the reviews affect their decisions? 
Following the notion of emotional contagion, emotions can 
be transferred subconsciously from one person to another 
(Hatfield et al., 1993). And individuals have been found to use 
feelings as information for judgments (Schwarz, 1990). 

Research Questions

(1) Do positive feelings mediate the effect of emotional 
customer reviews on consumer judgments?

(2) Does the emotional contagion effect hold for negative 
feelings?

Method

▪ Study 1a: DV willingness to pay, N = 120, 46.7% female, 
Mage = 34.96 years

▪ Study 1b: DV behavioral intentions, N = 124, 46% female, 
Mage = 36.08 years

▪ Study 2: DVs choice and confidence in choice, N = 161, 
57.1% female, Mage = 36.77 years

▪ Study 3: DV adoption intention (AI), N = 160, 47.5% female, 
Mage = 36.70 years

▪ Study 4: DV adoption intention (AI), N = 77, 40.3 % female, 
Mage = 32.94 years

5 online experiments w/ experience & search goods

Positive feelings
Studies 2, 3

Negative feelings
Study 4

Customer 
reviews

(emotionality: 

low vs. high)
Studies 1a, 1b, 2, 3, 4

Consumer judgments
willingness to pay Study 1a

behavioral intentions Studies 1b, 

3, 4

choice Study 2

confidence in choice Study 2

Further analysis (JN technique) 

revealed significant effect of review 

type on affective state for participants 

with EC susceptibility less than 5.0

Stresses robustness of EC effect

Mediation results B t-value

Customer review type → affective state 1.70 2.32*

Affective state → adoption intention 0.26 3.59***

Customer review type → adoption intention 0.03 0.22ns

Reading an emotional positive 
customer review leads to a more 

positive affective state which in turn 
increases adoption intentions

→ Indirect-only (“full”) mediation

Moderating effect on the customer

review type − affective state relation
B t-value

Group membership 0.14 0.85ns

Moderating effect on the customer

review type − affective state relation
B t-value

Susceptibility to EC -0.28 -0.190+

Results

Theoretical and practical contribution

Theory
▪ Contributing to the literature on emotional contagion, Feelings-as-Information Theory, and judgment & 

decision-making

Practice

Guiding companies in managing their customer reviews effectively, e.g., by

▪ nudging customers to draft positive emotional customer reviews, e.g., by providing guiding questions (“How 
did you feel when using the product?”) or suitable action verbs (“it made me smile”)

▪ altering the review display algorithm so that positive emotional reviews are ranked higher and appear earlier

▪ 2 (review emotionality: low vs. high) x 1 between factors designs

▪Manipulation of review emotionality by using mental imagery and 
trigger words, e.g., “jumping with joy”, “starting to smile” while 
standardizing review word count and review valence

Design & manipulation

▪Willingness to pay was significantly higher for participants in the high review 
emotionality condition (U = 1448.0, Z = -2.07, p < .05)

▪ Behavioral intentions to eat at the restaurant were significantly higher for 
participants in the high review emotionality condition (t(120) = 2.26, p < .05)

Studies 1a & 1b
The results provide evidence that consumers base 
their judgments about an experience good on
positive feelings of others toward this good, as 
expressed in customer reviews.

▪ No significant (total) effect of review emotionality on AI (t(158) = -.75, p = .226)
▪ Mediation analysis with joy provides evidence for a competitive mediation

First evidence for the contagion effect in the 
context of search goods. The competitive 
mediation suggests a potential omitted mediator.

Study 3

▪AI is lower in the high review emotionality condition (t(75) = -2.38, p = .020)
▪No significant mediation with negative affective state as a mediator

Boundary condition of the emotional contagion 
effect, i.e., it does not hold for negative feelings

Study 4

▪ Confidence in choice tends to be higher in the high review emotionality condition 
than in the low review emotionality condition (t(139) = -1.41, p = .080)

▪Mediation analysis provides evidence for a full mediation for joy

First evidence that the emotional contagion 
effect in the context of experience goods seems 
to be driven by positive feelings like joy. 

Study 2
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